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ABSTRACT
THE ACT OF MAKING CLOTH WITHIN A COSTUME CAN BE SEEN AS A PRIMARY
FORM OF STORYTELLING.
The philosopher Walter Benjamin (1999: 91) believes that, ‘[Storytelling] does not aim to
convey the pure essence of the thing, like information or a report.
It sinks into the life of the storyteller, in order to bring it out of him again’. In this paper I
will demonstrate how this applies to the process of making and to the experience of the
costume maker.
I will begin by introducing the context and background of this research and then discuss the
Creative Process Journal (CPJ) and how this is used at the University of Huddersfield. I will
discuss the concept of cloth as a means of communication, drawing upon examples from
student CPJs. The findings are then discussed in relation to potential impact within higher
education and subsequent value for the performance industry in general, where the power of
the costume in storytelling often goes unacknowledged.
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The cloth within a finished costume
coveys a narrative which is threefold:
the first is expressed in the language
of the cloth itself, it is through the act
of marking, staining, and stitching
that the cloth speaks, it surprises. The
second story that is told is that of the
creator who gives life to the cloth and
speaks of the material enquiry into
the process of making; the learning
through making, the mistakes, risks
and accidents that lead to the final
piece of cloth. The third story is that
of the activated and animated cloth in
terms of life it has on the performer.
This paper will focus upon the first
two stories described above in the
context of cloth and costume design
and making, through crossing the
disciplinary boundaries of textiles and
costume to achieve a novel perspective.

INTRODUCTION
My discussion is enriched by three
case studies from CPJs developed by
final year students on the BA (Hons)
Costume with Textiles course at the
University of Huddersfield. I was first
introduced to the concept of the CPJ on
completing one as part of an exhibition
I was involved in with Textile Staff at
the Glasgow School of Art. I could see
parallels between this concept and a
module established at Huddersfield.
We have built upon these ideas as a
course team and continue to develop
this module. The journals represent
a data collection method in which
the students position their practice in
the context of a specific performing
art. They then observe, record and
reflect on the process of designing
and making their costumes; thus
questioning and articulating the issues
that arise through practice as research.
Analysis of the CPJs provided the

framework to relate the data collected
to key questions and emergent themes
within my own investigation.
This work also contributes to the
unique and emerging field of enquiry
of Costume, advocating research
through practice, adding to the
minimal academic scholarship
currently in existence. Ultimately,
trying to fill what academic Donatella
Barbieri (2012: unknown) refers to as
a ‘vacuum in discourse on costume’.
For the purpose of this paper cloth is
defined as a pre-woven material which
costume makers deconstruct, dye,
print and embellish. However, I will also
refer to it as fabric, as derived from its
Old English origins. Fabric is linked to
the Latin term faber that indicates an
artisan who works with hard materials
(Collier 2012: 21).

RESEARCH PROCESS
The language of the cloth and the
material enquiry into the process of
making are central to teaching the
Costume course at the University of
Huddersfield. Students are introduced,
alongside costume design and
construction modules, to the textile
disciplines of embroidery and print. In
this context, they embrace new and old
technologies. Unconventional methods
and materials are explored, thus leading
to innovative work that continues to
challenge the viewer’s perception.
Within the final year of the course,
students select a specific text and
performance area that reflects their
identity and context for their practice.
They produce a portfolio of design
work and construct costumes for two
or three characters. Sketchbooks and
working files are created, recording

practice ‘in action’. Approaches to
documentation include written notes,
roughs sketches, technical diagrams,
photographs of working on the stand,
toiling and textile sampling. The CPJ is
key to capturing new ways of thinking
established through engagement with
technique, materials and ideas. In
it, the process of making is critically
reflected ‘upon action’ and intertwined
with contextual research, enabling
the students to position their practice
within the field of Costume Design.
The CPJ expands upon the concept
of dissertation and goes beyond
this traditional format. A traditional
dissertation is often abstract and
devoid from practice and may be
viewed as a chore by the students.
Instead, the CPJ is intrinsically practical
and engaging.
As Pedgley (2007: 466) notes,
outside of academia ‘…designers
are not used to accounting for what
they know or do. They tend to just
get on with their designing’. This may
be so and ultimately in industry the
creation of the final costume is key to
a designers success. However, through
recording and reflecting upon the
design process a wealth of insight can
be gleaned. Exposition of the creative
process through the CPJ method can
advance the makers understanding of
their own practice. This is exemplified
in the words of our former students
Emily Spreadbrough (2015: 89) in the
concluding paragraph of her journal:
‘The journey has taught me that
mistakes and problems are not failure,
but part of the process’.
By employing a circular approach
to research and teaching, the CPJ
method can also advance the
teaching practitioner’s understanding
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of the creative process. In my case
it definitely offered new perspectives
on the language of the cloth and the
process of making cloth for costume,
which is one of my core interests.

CLOTH AS A MEANS OF
COMMUNICATION
Textile writer Jessica Hemmings (2010:
unknown) suggests that textiles are
intimately ingrained in our lives, ‘The
sheer hours textiles spend absorbing
life have left them well prepared for
the messages they carry’. This innate
relationship with cloth provides a rich
vocabulary for costume designers
and makers to employ as a means
of communication. They have the
opportunity to utilise man’s relationship
with cloth to make visible what has not
been seen, give voice to what cannot
be spoken and in doing so activate
that, which is often ignored. Costume
designers William Suk-Ping and Emi
Wada, both employ this vocabulary
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within their costume designs. Two key
films that exemplify this approach are
In the Mood for Love (Wong 2000) and
Hero (Li et al. 2002), these are films
within which, the cloth is not merely
descriptive of the story, but is a carrier
of the narrative. Through the cloths
construction, pattern and colour, its
surface acts as layers through which
we understand the story. In the Mood
for Love, is directed by Wong Kar-Wai
(2000) and features costume designs
by William Suk-ping. It depicts the
story of a love affair between a man
and a woman, who are each married
to someone else. Throughout the film,
the main character Maggie Cheung
wears a cheongsam, (a traditional
Chinese dress). The uniformity of the
Cheongsam sits in stark contrast to the
range of pattern and colour in the cloth
from which they are made. Cloth plays
a central role in Wong’s (2000) sensual
evocation with the changes in pattern
and colour of the cheongsam reflecting

a sense of mood and time, scene after
scene. Lesley Millar (2014: 35) reflects
upon this in her paper ‘The re(a)d
Thread’, where she compares the dress
to an ‘…animal skin, as if changing in
response to their mutual desire’.
The film Hero, directed by Zhang
Yimou (Li et al. 2002), with costumes
by Emi Wada, depicts the physical and
spiritual journey of three characters.
Colour is used to represent the three
different versions of the story, that is
told in flashbacks. The texture and
colour of the costumes enable the
viewer to understand which version of
events they are seeing. The process
of making fabric is central to Wada’s
practice, she hand-dyed more
than fifty hues of red and fourteen
shades of grey in order to create the
costumes for Hero. In essence, as
Millar (2014: 35) points out, Wada’s
use of cloth ‘…offers another way of
reading the (unspoken) narrative’.
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STORIES EMBEDDED IN THE
PROCESS OF MAKING
Costume can act as a mediator
between performer and audience
through both a visual and sensory
response. The use of cloth within
the costume is often central to
this communication. The critic Tom
Lubbock (2012: unknown) captures
the essence of cloth when he writes
that, ‘Cloth is the Universal free
element. It doesn’t have to explain
itself. It performs’. Analysis of the CPJ,
produced by Louise Kelly (a recent
graduate of the course) demonstrates
this point clearly. Kelly (2014)
designed and made costumes for a
stage production of The Corpse Bride,
written by Tim Burton (figure 1). She
constructed the garment with all its
trimmings and finishings. Initially, the
dress looked new, from this here she
then initiated an aging process that
completely transformed the message
sent by the costume.

EXPOSITION OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS
THROUGH THE CREATIVE PROCESS JOURNAL
METHOD CAN ADVANCE THE MAKERS
UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR OWN PRACTICE.

Kelly continuously dyed the fabric,
stitched, unpicked and darned the
surface of the fabric. This process
changed the quality of the cloth; the
fibres softened, it looked and felt to
touch like it had been worn (figure 2).
The material enquiry into the process of
making through stitch was a journey for
Kelly and the steps are recorded in the
surface of the cloth. Through the process
of breaking down, building colour,
brushing dye, grating and sanding
back the surface to reveal marks,
stains and accidents, the narrative
hidden below the surface of the cloth
became apparent. This took time, Kelly
took risks, she made mistakes as she
learnt through the making. This process
echoes Benjamin’s (1999: 92) concept
of the storyteller when he states that
the ‘Traces of the storyteller cling to
the story the way the handprints of the
potter cling to the clay vessel’. Every
decision Kelly made, to stitch, to tear, to
repair and layer colour are recorded in
the cloth (figure 3).
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FABRIC SHAPED BY TEXT
Returning to Emily Spreadborough’s
(2015) example previously mentioned,
we can see in her CPJ, the power of
the narrative in a costume through
the very process of making (figure
4). Words are the starting point for
the characters designs, however from
the outset these words are translated
through the act of making cloth
and constructing a costume. This
is evident from the explicit criteria
Spreadborough (2015: 4) set herself
in the selection of text to work from,
stating that she ‘…wanted [her]
ideas and processes to be shaped
by the text itself, rather than finding
a text that fitted the techniques and
silhouettes that [she] wanted to use’.
Playing with materials threedimensionally on the stand,
considering structure, scale,
pattern and form and building the
costume onto the body informed
Spreadborough’s design process.
Through a continuous creative process
this playful experimentation worked
simultaneously with the practice of
drawing and illustrating from these
studies (figure 5).
This experimental and playful approach
to designing and making a costume
enabled Spreadborough to evoke, first
on paper and then on the stage, the
very essence of the character (figure 6).
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Spreadborough’s elected text was
Flatland, a satirical novella written by
Edwin A. Abbott (1884). Through the
fictional two-dimensional world of
Flatland, Abbott (1884) comments
on the hierarchy of Victorian culture,
however the novella is widely known
for its examination of dimensions
(Stewart 2008). Men are depicted as
polygons; their regularity and number
of sides determine their social status.
Females exist in a separate system
and consist only of straight lines
likened to ‘a needle’ (Abbott 1884).
Considered irrational and dangerous
they are required by law to sound a
‘peace-cry’ as they walk. ‘Flatlanders’
inhabit a two-dimensional plane and
perceive one another as straight lines
with luminous edges.
Spreadborough designed and made
a costume for two characters, the
‘Priest’ and the ‘Woman’ (figure 7). She
was acutely aware of the impact her
material selection would have on the
narrative of the costume and the effect
this would have on both audience and
performers experiences of characters,
yet she trusted in the process of
making to guide her decisions. Cloth is
the vehicle through which a costume
can evoke a sensory response in the
spectator. Colour, surface, texture,
movement and weight of materials
used to construct the costume each
carry its own rhythm and design
decisions will impact on the narrative
they hold (figure 8).
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From her initial analysis of the text,
Spreadborough (2015: 68) defines
the ‘Priests’ form as ‘…obscured
and incomprehensible, described as
circular, when he is in fact made up of
‘ten thousand sides’...’. She employed
a variety of techniques and materials
in translating her concept through
cloth, commenting on the fact that
the ‘…little idea of what [her] final
material [selection] would be, resulted
in some really interesting samples…’
(Spreadbrough 2015: 78). Her
final depiction of this character is a
multifaceted origami structure created
from lightweight buckram fabric and
draped in a sheer white veil of pleated
chiffon with an embroidered stole
attached to the back.
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THE SENSORY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
COSTUME, PERFORMER AND AUDIENCE
CAN EMPHASISE OR EVEN INSTIGATE
GESTURE AND MOVEMENT. THE FABRIC
SELECTION, STRUCTURE AND SCALE OF
EACH COSTUME ENABLED THE PERFORMER
TO EMBODY THE CHARACTER THROUGH THE
VERY ACT OF WEARING.

The sensory relationship between
costume, performer and audience
can emphasize or even instigate
gesture and movement. The fabric
selection, structure and scale of
each costume enabled the performer
to embody the character through
the very act of wearing. The scale
and weight of the ‘Priest’ costume,
with performer completely covered,
restricted movement and resulted
in the performer gliding across the
stage. Throughout the performance the
silhouette shifts from a pear shape to
an all-encompassing circular figure
(figure 9). Spreadborough is adamant
that it was important for the fabric
‘…to restrict, extend and shape their
performance style’ (Spreadobrough
2015: 20). She exercises the design
process to create a costume that
carries a narrative, portraying the very
essence of the character it adorns.
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The concept for the ‘woman’
costume was also to restrict the
performers movement: ‘It was
incredibly important that she was
restricted but came across as both
a fragile and treacherous temptress’
(Spreadborough 2015: 78). Material
selection, structure, scale and pattern
are key elements employed to create
a costume, which draws attention
to the body, through what it reveals
or conceals. In wearing the ‘woman’
costume the body’s composition and
proportion are altered through the
optical illusion of surface pattern
and fit. Spreadborough achieved this
through creating a skin tight body suit
which was then covered by a full body
perspex corset.
A key element of the costume design
for the ‘woman’ was to ensure the
visual dimensional shift from the
reality of a three-dimensional body in
a costume and enable the audience
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to perceive the character as a twodimensional form locked in a plane. In
order to achieve this Spreadborough
placed a single line of LED’s down
the centre panel of the corset (figure
10). Alongside laser etching and UV
printing, she also employed reflective
fabrics and threads with changeable
surfaces to create an optical illusion in
the transition.
COSTUME EVOLUTION THROUGH
PERFORMANCE
The third and final case study
investigates Fernley De Ruiter’s
(2015) works on The Wicker Man,
written by Hardy and Shaffer (1978).
The characters designed are Lord
Summerisle and Willow McGregor.
De Ruiter researched Pagan and
Wiccan Rituals, Scottish Folklore
and traditional tailoring and tartan in
order to generate her design concept.
She comments on the process of
embedding these key themes within
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her design and the importance of
creating a costume that was a vehicle
to the gradual unsettling of the
audience (figure 11).
This unsettling is at first subtle through
the inclusion of animal motif and
shaping of the tailored suit lapel and
culminates in the evolution of the
costume through the performance,
with the addition of headdress and
garments for the May Day Festival
(figure 12).
De Ruiter employs the very act of the
costume evolving on stage to trigger an
emotional response in the audience.
The transformation of the costume
through the performance is a key aid
in depicting the hypnotic trance like
state the characters find themselves in.
The gradual layering of garments and
covering of performers face with largescale animal headdresses and cloaks
are central to unsettling the audience
and portraying the story (figure 13).
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OFTEN FORGOTTEN
AND UNNOTICED, THE
COSTUME IS STILL
PERFORMING, AN
ESSENTIAL FUNCTION
ON THE STAGE.
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COSTUMES PERFORMANCE
ON STAGE
It is worth reflecting upon the fact
that thanks to the costumes, the
characters presented throughout this
paper, convey a rich message and
‘tell a story’ even though they are only
portrayed as photographic images,
in a static state. Fixed in a single
pose, the costume is the main voice
depicting the story. Even in the live
graduate performance through which
the student work is showcased, the
performers have no lines to speak,
however they are still able to employ
their bodies, in costume, to convey the
narrative. There are also other elements
involved – music, lighting, hair and
make-up. However, it is important to
recognise the impact that costume
has on conveying the narrative and
character in this instance. Crucially,
when the spoken component of acting
is reintroduced, the powerful role of
the costume does not disappear. Often
forgotten and unnoticed, the costume
is still performing, an essential function
on the stage.

CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper provided insight into the
use of a method, the CPJ, to develop
and document the creative process
of costume design and making. The
essence of the method is presented
and its potential exemplified through
three case studies. This paper has
attempted to assert that through the
tacit knowledge of material and the
skill of the maker, cloth bears the
marks of the hands that made it and
these marks are integral to storytelling.
In theatre and film, costume is a very
significant element that brings life to a
story. However, in the words of Costume
Designer Deborah Landis (2007:
16), for a costume to be successful
in a film, it must be ‘…woven into the
narrative and visual tapestry of the
movie’. As a result of this intrinsically
low-key, embedded position, the role of
the maker and their importance in the
act of storytelling through costume are
often understated and unrecognised.
Costume design and academic
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research are also affected by an
intrinsic contradiction if, as Landis
(2007) states ‘…for costume to be
successful it must disappear’. However,
just as the cloth speaks, and when
listened to, carefully reveals a glimpse
of the story of the maker, designers
and researchers can break free of this
apparent contradiction by awakening
the debate:
‘Awaken: To rouse from sleep; to stir
up; to call forth; to awake; to excite;
to provoke; to arouse interest.’
(Collins 1956: 71)
As with any investigation more
questions have been raised than
have been answered. What is
the importance of textiles within
contemporary and historical costume
design? How do designers and makers
employ textiles within the process
of creating costumes? What is this
creative process? The next step in
developing this research is to stir up,
awaken and provoke answers through
analysis of the pedagogy of costume
design and the costume designer.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Costume Development (Kelly
2014).
Figure 2: The Corpse Bride – Costume Detail
(Kelly 2014), photograph Alex Beldea.
Figure 3: The Corpse Bride – Costume (Kelly
2014), photograph Alex Beldea.
Figure 4: Costume Development
(Spreadborough 2015).
Figure 5: Costume Illustrations
(Spreadborough 2015).
Figure 6: Costume Illustrations
(Spreadborough 2015).
Figure 7: Costume Illustrations
(Spreadborough 2015).
Figure 8: Priest and Woman Costume
(Spreadborough 2015), photograph Alex
Beldea.
Figure 9: Priest and Woman Costume
(Spreadborough 2015), photograph Abbey
Butcher.
Figure 10: Woman Costume
(Spreadborough 2015), photograph Abbey
Butcher.
Figure 11: Lord Summerisle and Willow
McGregor Costume (Fernley De Ruiter
2015), photograph Abbey Butcher.
Figure 12: Detail of Headdress Sampling
(De Ruiter 2015).
Figure 13: Lord Summerisle and Willow
McGregor Costume (Fernley De Ruiter
2015), photograph Alex Beldea.
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